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 Hindenburg research driven by ulterior motive, says Adani Group. 

Amid allegations by Hindenburg Research of “stock manipulation and 

accounting malpractices” Adani group has issued its rebuttal to the 

Hindenburg Report.  

It a 413 page rejoinder issued before market open it called the report 

“attack on India and its independent institutions”. It called  the report 

“baselen” and “driver by ulterior motive to create a false market” and 

allow US firms to make financial gains. It said “it is not merelu an 

unwarranted attack  on any specific company but a calculated attack 

on India, the Independence, integrity and quality of Indian 

Institutions, and the growth strong and ambition of India” 
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Adani group said that all its listed entities have a “robust governance 

framework”. 

It also said that it will exercise legal options. Against Hindenburg. 

 Lessons from Ukraine war : UAVs missile are likely future threats 

misseles and Unmanned Aerial vehicles (UAV) are likely to be major 

defence threats also a comprehensive defence system is necessary to 

in future wars with minimum loss. This war told by defence sources. 

Russia Ukraine was has dragged to quite a time and India which 

imports spares and ammunition from Russia is also feeling its effect. 

Apart from loitering munitions are another major threat against high 

rate gun system. Better optic sight and Radars will help. 
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 Student enrolment in higher studies rose by 7.5% in 2020-21 : AISHE 

data AISHE (All India Survey for Higher Education) Ministry of 

education released AISHE report. 

Some major finding of this report is  

 Student enrolment in Higher education increased 7.5% in 2020-2021 

from 2019-20 

 Higher education 

 

PH.D + PG + UG + Diploma + Certificates + Integrated Programmes  

 Enrollment of OBC student increased 32% from 2014-15. 

 Current enrolment – 4.3 crem 

 Proportion of SC (Scheduled caste) students dropped to 14.2% in 

2020-21, in 2019-20 it was 14.7% 
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 JD(U) chief, Bihar Deputy CM will attend KCR event on February 17 : 

Nitish Bihar Cm Nitish Kumar said that he got call from KCR and due 

to his engagements he will not participate in KCR rally on February 

17. But JD (U) chief Rajiv Ranjan Singh and Dy CM Tejaswi yadav will 

participate. 

On 17 February on occasion of opening of B.R. Ambedkar secretarit in 

Secunderabad, Telangana several important leaders like Tamil Nadu 

CM Mk Stalin, Jharkhand CM Hemant Soren will be participarting 

JD(U) chief and Dy CM of Bihar will be participating in same. 

Currently BRS is trying to bring opposition parties together against 

BJP for 2024 General elections. 
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 Bharat Jodo Yatra given alternative vision to politics : Rahul  

Bharat Jodo Yatra ended on 29th January by Rahul Gandhi Unfurling 

National Flag at Srinagar‟s Lal Chowk. The 135 day yatra by Rahul 

Gandhi had started from Kanya kumari yatra covered states Like 

Tamil Nadu Kerala, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Gujrat, Rajasthan, 

Heryana, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh and Jammu Kashmir. 

 Odisha Minister shot dead by former security officer: 



 

 

Odisha health and Family welfare minister was shot dead by his 

farmer security officer, why the officer on duty fired from his licensed 

gun. 
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News in Short 

 NIA sacks Hurriyat headquarters in Srinagar. This came afters 

additional session Judge‟s observation that UAPA” does not in any 

manner hinder powers of court to attach any property of which 

accused is facing trial or party involved under UAPA” 

The action have taken under UAPP (unlawful activities Prenation Act) 

 LIC continues to bet big on Adani Group, picks 5% as anchor investor 

in share sale. LIC invested 300 cr, to bug more shares released by 

Adani enterprises its Adani enterprises ltd. Has released 20,000 FPO 

(first Public offering). 

 TIPRA announces list of 20 conditions for Tripura elections. 

 Beating Retreat brings an end to Republic day celebrations. 
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Test and Context 

 

Which include engineers, signals, Army air defence, intelligence, 

Army services corps, Army defence corps. This will complete by 

January 2023. 

What do command postings mean? 

Recruitment in Army. 

SSC (Short Service Commission) 

 

Service for 10 to 14 years from recruitment. 

i.e. if officer inducted at age of 21 then he/she will be in Army till (21 

+ 10 = 31 years) in this case. 

Training centre – OTA Chennai both Men/Women allowed. 

PC (Permanent Commission) – 

Officer can serve army till retirement age i.e. 56, 58, 59, 60 yrs. The 

officers are inducted through NDA exams, Trained in  

 

 

Text and Context 



 

 

 

 Command posting for Common officers in army  

The story so for  

The army stated that process of selection and training of women 

officers to the post of COLONEL is underway. 

This is a major step towards gender equality in Army. 

In 2020 supreme court (SC) had given Judgement granting 

permanent Commission as well as command position to women 

officers in all arms and services other than combat. 

What is the process? 

The army has considered 244 women for promotion from the rank of 

lieutenant colonel to colonel. These women‟s were under short service 

commission. These will be inducted in Arms and  
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Last year Djokovic had to leave melboarhe withour playing 

tournament because he had told not to vaccinate himself of CORONA. 

Even this year he played without presence of his father who had 

shown Russian flags during one of the match even now Djokovic looks 

quite dominating in Tennis world. 

On women‟s side, Aryna sabalena (Belarus) won Australian open by 

defeating elena Rybenka (Kazakhstan) she had to play under critisin 

for Belarus in Russia-Ukraine war but she managed to ignore there. 

Aslo sania Mirza become one of the most important competitor in 

Tennis History for India. She won 6 Grand slans (double) before 

retiring 

Australian open 2023 

Men Chamion – Novak Djokovic 

Women Champion – Aryna Sabalenka. Sania Mirza retired. 
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Who are Regularots? 

(Who regulaters finances in Country 

RBI, SEBI, IRDAI 

 

Credit rational agencies 



 

 

 

Who examined companies  

Loan returning capcity and ranks them  

Govt PSU Banks have given loan worth 80,000r approx.. LIC had 

invested around 70,000 cr 

 CRISIL, care FITCH India etc are credit rating companies 

 

Editorial 2 

Chasing Records 

Djokovic has made Melbourne his own with a tenth title. 

On Sunday „Novak Djokovic (Serbia) defeated Stefnos Tistispas 

(Grecce) in straight sets in Melbourne. It was his 10th Australians 

open win he also eqvalled highest no. of Granal Slam Winner with 

Rafael Nadal. Novak Djokovic and Rafeal Nadal has both 22 grand 

Slam in his name.  
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Warning bells 

India‟s regulatory framework must enthuse confidence investors, 

savers 

 The latest episode of Adani group has brought an alarming situation. 

Adani group‟s share have declined. Evan PSUs and govt. owned  

companies, govt owned banks which are of strategic importance for 

Indian economy are under suspicion. SBI and LIC are two of the 

largest loan provider and investors in Adani Group even credibility of 

credit rating agency is under scanner. 

The regulatory companies of country SEBI and RBI importance in 

such environment has increased a lot. SEBI and RBI should clear air 

to give confidence to investors, and share holders. 
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Mike Pompeo in his book titled “Naver give an inch: fighting for the 

America I Love” has told that  

Ashrat Ghani former Afghanistan President was “ a total fraud” a big 

hurdle in peace talks. He told that he was lowest in ranking of world 

leaders a/c him. 



 

 

 17 students among 59 people killed in two accidents in Pakistan. 

Accident occurred when a bus carrying 48 person hit a pillar and fall 

in riverine. Another incident occurred when a boat rank in a lake, 17 

people were on the boat. 
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Text and context 

 

Earlier women were not allowed for PC. 

Commanding Position – Commanding officer is in charge of Military 

Unit. Even this was closed for women.  

Candidates earlier. 

SC Judgements 

→ In a land mark Judgement SC directed that women officers in the 

army be granted PC as well as common postings in all services 

other than combat. 

What is the way forward ? 

All women officers who were granted PC are undergoing special 

training courses and assignment. Women are being inducted in 

klaships, as sailors in ships in Navy. Army has inducted women in 

corps of military Police. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


